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Abstract

It is well-known that some scientists are more prominent than oth-
ers. But what makes one scientist more prominent than another? I
propose a possible mechanism that produces differences in prominence:
scientists’ desire for information. In a model of a scientific community
exchanging information, I show that this mechanism indeed produces
the kind of patterns of prominence that are actually observed. I dis-
cuss the implications of this result for three possible explanations of an
individual scientist’s prominence: an explanation based on scientific
merit, an explanation based on epistemically irrelevant factors (e.g.,
gender bias or charisma), and an explanation based on epistemic luck.
Depending on which of these explanations is correct one may draw
different conclusions about a scientist based on prominence. I discuss
policy recommendations that result from this, including suggestions
about when it is appropriate to use measures of prominence (e.g.,
citation metrics) in giving out grants and awards.
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1 Introduction
Academic superstars are a familiar phenomenon. These scientists write the
papers that everyone reads and talks about, they make media appearances,
give presidential addresses, and they win grants and awards. The work of
an academic superstar generally attracts more attention than that of the
average scientist.

Quantifying attention as the number of citations to their papers, sociol-
ogists found an easy way to identify academic superstars.1 They also noted
that superstars are rare: the vast majority of scientists receives no more than
a handful of citations, while a rare few get extremely many (Price 1965, Cole
1970). More recent work confirms that the distribution of the number of
papers with a given number of citations follows a “power law”.2

In this paper I ask why superstars exist. Why does some scientists’ work
receive more attention than others’? What characteristics of individual sci-
entists contribute to their work receiving more or less attention?3

I propose a possible mechanism that could be responsible for producing
the patterns that are actually observed (in particular, the existence of su-
perstars). The mechanism I propose is scientists’ desire for information. In
section 2 I set up a model of information exchange among scientists. I state
some theorems of this model in sections 3 and 4. My goal in these three
sections is to establish something like the following claim.

Claim 1. If, in choosing whose work to read, scientists are motivated only
by gathering as much information as possible given their means, then the

1Kieran Healy recently did this for the field of philosophy, in a blog post which was
widely discussed in informal circles in philosophy (see http://kieranhealy.org/blog/
archives/2013/06/18/a-co-citation-network-for-philosophy/).

2This means that the number of papers that gets cited n times is proportional to n−α

for some α. Redner (1998) estimates α to be around 3.
3The standard explanation in the literature for power law distributions is through

preferential attachment models (Barabási and Albert 1999). However, such models do
not include characteristics of individual scientists or papers. A more detailed comparison
between preferential attachment models and the model of this paper is given in section 2.
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patterns of interaction that emerge are highly imbalanced: some scientists
get a lot of attention, while most get very little.

Insofar as I succeed in establishing this claim, it shows that scientists’
desire for information (which is surely one of scientists’ many motivations)
can work as a mechanism that leads to the existence of academic superstars.

Next, I compare and contrast three explanations of how an individual
scientist becomes an academic superstar (sections 5, 6, and 7). Two of these
are familiar from the literature and one is novel. In each case, I discuss how
the mathematical results from sections 3 and 4 bear on the explanation, as
well as policy recommendations that follow from the explanation.

2 The Model and the Assumptions
The goal of this model is to capture important aspects of the way scientists
exchange information. In order to facilitate mathematical analysis, some
abstractions and simplifications have to be made. Here I indicate and defend
the most important of those.

A set of scientists I is assumed to be given, where each element i ∈ I

represents an individual scientist. This may be an arbitrary set of scientists,
but the most natural way to think of it is either as the practitioners of some
given scientific discipline (small or large) or as all of science. I is assumed to
be finite.

The scientists are interested in learning something about the world. There
is a set of worlds Ω that the scientists consider possible, and scientists are
interested in distinguishing between these worlds or sets of them.4 I make

4Different scientists may consider different worlds possible, or may be interested in
different distinctions. The assumption of a single set of worlds Ω does not rule this out:
if Ωi is the set of worlds scientist i considers possible, define Ω as the Cartesian product
of Ωi for all i ∈ I, but allow a scientist i to distinguish between two possible worlds only
if they differ in their i-th index. Everything in this paper is consistent with this way of
setting things up.
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no assumptions about the cardinality of Ω, which distinctions the scientists
are or are not interested in making, or about any probability or plausibility
ordering the scientists might have over worlds.

Each scientist learns something about the world through her own research:
say, the outcome of her experiments. Suppose there are m experiments one
might do. These are modeled as m probability distributions F1, . . . , Fm that
one might draw from. Let n(i, j) be the number of times scientist i performs
experiment j (1 ≤ j ≤ m). Then her research yields, among other things,
n(i, j) random variables Xj,i,1, . . . , Xj,i,n(i,j), where each of these random vari-
ables has probability distribution Fj.

That scientists may learn from experiments is reflected by the fact that
the probability distributions of the experiments may depend on the possible
world the scientist is in. I make no assumption on the form this dependence
takes.

I refer to the collection of experiments performed by a given scientist i as
her information set Ai. So

Ai = {Xj,i,k | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n(i, j)}.

Each scientist publishes her information in a paper. For simplicity5 I
assume that each scientist publishes a single paper, and that this paper
contains all the information in her information set. Thus I can refer to
each i ∈ I interchangeably as a scientist or a paper. Call the ordered pair
C = (I, {Ai | i ∈ I}) a scientific community.

Now the scientists form “connections”. The benefit of a connection is to
5A slight generalization of my model would have separate sets of scientists and papers,

with an information set for each paper. Connections (as defined below) would then go
from scientists to papers. The measure of prominence I define below would be defined
for each paper, and all my results (in particular theorem 6) would hold under the same
assumptions. The measure of prominence of a scientist could then be taken to be the
sum of the measures of prominence of her papers, and the results would be essentially the
same, but with more complex notation.
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obtain the information in the other scientist’s information set.6 Connections
may be interpreted as scientists reading each other’s papers: i connects to i′ is
short for i reads i′’s paper and thereby learns the realization of each random
variable in information set Ai′ .

Importantly, connections are one-sided (or directed). So a scientist may
form a connection to another scientist on her own initiative, without needing
the other scientist’s consent. By doing so she learns the contents of the other
scientist’s information set, but the other scientist does not learn anything.

These assumptions yield a realistic model of the type of information ex-
change that occurs when scientists read each other’s work. A scientist can
read another’s paper without prior consent. By reading a paper the scientist
obtains some information from the other scientist but no information flows
in the reverse direction.

Another assumption I make is that the process of forming connections
happens relatively quickly compared to the process of doing experiments.
More precisely, in this model scientists do not perform new experiments
while they are forming connections. What experiments each scientist has
done is assumed to be fixed background information when they make deci-
sions about whom to connect to. Moreover, individual scientists know this
background information: they are aware of which scientists have performed
which experiments.7

I argue that these assumptions are close enough to the truth for present
purposes. Relative to the time and cost involved in designing and running an
experiment, reading (and subsequently citing) someone else’s paper is a very

6Scientists learn each other’s evidence, not each other’s conclusions as expressed, say,
in a posterior probability. In this sense my model differs from that of Aumann (1976).
One reason for doing it this way is to make sure substantial information is exchanged. If
scientists only learn each other’s posterior on some set of possible worlds, Aumann’s result
guarantees that repeated exchange of posteriors will make them equal, but this does not
necessarily mean that anyone has learned anything (see Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis
1982, proposition 3).

7In other words, every scientist knows the numbers n(i, j) for each i and j.
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short-term activity. The assumption that scientists know whom to connect
to to get certain information is justified by the further observation that the
time required to search for papers on a certain subject (perhaps looking at
some titles and abstracts) is itself negligible compared to the time required
to actually read papers and obtain the information in them. Additionally,
in relatively small scientific communities this assumption may be justified
because everyone knows what everyone else is working on through informal
channels.

The next question is which connections are actually formed. This obvi-
ously depends on the goals of the individual scientists. I do not assume that
scientists are fully rational. Instead I make some specific, much weaker, as-
sumptions about their behavior that amount to a kind of bounded rationality.
I state and defend these assumptions in section 3.

Individual scientists are allowed to choose their connections sequentially.
That is, their decision which scientist to connect to next may depend on the
information learned through previous connections.

I think these bounded rationality assumptions and the sequential deci-
sions assumption allow enough flexibility to capture the ways scientists might
act on their desire for information. However, I will also defend these assump-
tions from a Bayesian perspective by proving that fully rational Bayesian
scientists may satisfy them (see theorems 11 and 12 in section 4).

Consider the graph or network formed by viewing each scientist as a node,
and drawing an arrow (called an arc or directed edge in graph theory) from
node i to node i′ whenever scientist i forms a connection with scientist i′.
More formally, define the network G = (I, {(i, i′) ∈ I2 | i connects to i′}).

In order to study the prominence of individual scientists in G, I need a
measure of prominence. A natural measure suggests itself: the number of
scientists that read the individual’s work. In the network, the number of
scientists who read i’s work is simply the number of arrows ending at i. In
graph-theoretical terms, this is the in-degree of node i. So the in-degree can
be used as a measure of the prominence of scientists in the community. This
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idea is illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Two networks for small scientific communities. On the left, scientist
7 is prominent because she has an in-degree of 6 while the other scientists in
her community have an in-degree of 0. On the right, all scientists are equally
prominent, having an in-degree of 1.

If a scientist learns something from another scientist, she will usually
acknowledge this fact in future work by citing the paper she read. In general,
one may expect the papers that a given scientist cites to be highly correlated
with the papers she read. So the measure of prominence based on in-degree
I have just defined should in practice match up closely with citation metrics.

If, as I have suggested, some scientists get many citations and some very
few, then one should expect large differences in in-degree among scientists. I
will prove that this is indeed the case in my model (assuming the community
is large enough). This is how I substantiate claim 1.

It may be remarked that in the literature there is already a standard
explanation for this pattern of large differences in in-degree. This explanation
is fleshed out in so-called preferential attachment models. In a preferential
attachment model new nodes (papers) form links (citations) to older nodes
proportional to the number of links that older node already has. So any
paper that already has twice as many citations as some other paper is also
twice as likely to be cited by future papers.

It can be shown that this generates a power law distribution of citations
with an exponent equal to three (Barabási and Albert 1999). This is very
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close to what is observed in real citation data (Redner 1998). While this is
interesting and illuminating as far as it goes, it is not fully satisfying for at
least two reasons.

First, it gives no insight in why the difference between the two papers
appeared in the first place (the model needs to start with some citations al-
ready in place for the probabilities of new connections to be well-defined). By
not including any characteristics that distinguish papers from one another,
it offers nothing to someone who wants to predict in advance which of two
forthcoming papers will be more highly cited.

Second, it says nothing about what motivates scientists in choosing to
cite one paper rather than another. Preferential attachment models merely
stipulate that scientists cite older work proportional to its number of existing
citations, without giving any decision theory explaining what makes this
behavior rational (or irrational).

For these two reasons preferential attachment models are a non-starter if
one is interested in determining whether it is good or bad for science that
citations follow a power law. It should be clear from the above that the
model in this paper avoids these issues.

My model is obviously unrealistic in portraying science as consisting of
one round of experiments and one round of connections. In reality, scientists
may form many connections over time, interspersed with experiments. The
model can be viewed as looking only at a small period of time in a scientist’s
career, say, the time connected with a single research project: doing some
experiments and exchanging results with epistemic peers.

In terms of the dynamic model of epistemic inquiry by Kelp and Douven
(2012), my model may be viewed as zooming in on one deliberative round and
one disclosive round. Afterward the scientists take what they have learned
as prior information into the next set of rounds.

In conclusion, I do not claim to have given a definitive model of informa-
tion exchange in science. My goal is merely to describe some aspect of it,
in particular the idea that each scientist has access to different information
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(scientists are heterogeneous in this respect) and that this plays a role in
motivating other scientists to read or cite them. The model ignores certain
complicating factors, e.g., how sequential choices to form connections may
interact with the choice of experiment (the latter being taken as exogenous).

In general, if the model seems too simple to be realistic I would argue that
this is a virtue. Similar results should be expected in any (more realistic)
model that includes my model (or something close to it) as a special case.
Specific arguments would be needed to show that making the model more
realistic would undo my results.

3 Superstars in the Model
Say that two scientists i and i′ have the same information set (Ai = Ai′) if
they have done each experiment the same number of times: n(i, j) = n(i′, j)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.8 I can then ask what proportion of scientists in the
community has the same information set as some given scientist.

Definition 2 (relative frequency of information). A function q describes the
relative frequency of information in a scientific community C = (I, {Ai | i ∈
I}) (I will abbreviate this as “C satisfies q”) if for all information sets A

q(A) = |{i ∈ I | Ai = A}|
|I|

.9

8Technically the two information sets will not be equal. For example if each scientist
has only done experiment 1 once then Ai = {X1,i,1} and Ai′ = {X1,i′,1}. These sets
are different because the random variables differ in their second index. It would be more
correct to define an equivalence relation on information sets such that two information
sets are equivalent (rather than equal) if and only if n(i, j) = n(i′, j) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Any occurrences of equality of information sets in the remainder of this paper should then
be replaced with equivalence. This can be done (see Heesen 2014), but I have chosen to
avoid these complications here.

9|S| denotes the cardinality of the set S, which is simply the number of elements of S
if S is finite (as all sets to which I apply | · | in this paper are).
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Let δCi denote the sequential decision procedure for a scientist i. The
procedure tells i whom (if any) of the other scientists in the set I to connect
to at any given time. Formally, δCi is a function whose output is a sequence
of members of I (interpreted as the scientists i connects to). It is a function
of the information sets of the other scientists: the n + 1-st element of the
sequence may depend on the values of the random variables in the information
sets associated with the first n elements of the sequence.

Since decisions to connect may depend on the values of certain random
variables, such decisions may themselves be viewed as random. This is the
significance of any subsequent use of probabilities and expectations.

Abusing notation, I let δCi denote both the sequential decision procedure
and the number of connections made under that procedure. Since the former
is a random variable, so is the latter. Similarly, let δCi (A) denote the number
of connections made to scientists with information set A (i.e., the number
of i′ such that i connects to i′ and Ai′ = A). This is again a random variable.

This brings us to the first assumption on the way scientists choose their
connections. It says that scientists are unlikely to connect to a large number
of other scientists.

Assumption 3 (Uniformly Bounded Connection Probabilities). For any rel-
ative frequency q, information set A, and ε > 0, there exists Nε(A) such that
for all n > Nε(A), for all C that satisfy q and for all i ∈ I, if Pr

(
δCi (A) ≥ 1

)
>

0 then

nPr
(
δCi (A) ≥ n | δCi (A) ≥ 1

)
≤ ε.

Note a number of consequences of this definition. First, q(A) ≥ 0 for all A. Second,
q(A) > 0 if and only if at least one scientist in I has information set A. Third, q sums
to one. Fourth, since only finite sets of scientists I are considered, a function q can meet
this definition only if q(A) is a rational number for all A. Fifth, if there exists a set of
scientists that satisfies q then there exist arbitrarily large sets of scientists that satisfy q.
When I prove results below for any relative frequency q this should be read as applying

to any function q that satisfies this definition for at least one finite set of scientists I.
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The bound on the connection probabilities is uniform in the sense that
Nε(A) is not allowed to depend on i (so the bound is the same for all sci-
entists) or C (so the bound is the same regardless of how many scientists
are available to connect to). If Nε(A) were allowed to depend on i and C,
assumption 3 would follow simply from assuming E

[
δCi
]
<∞.

Assumption 3 has some plausibility as a principle of bounded rationality.
It says that there is some number n such that no scientist has more than
a negligible probability of reading the work of more than n other scientists.
For a defense of this assumption from the perspective of Bayesian rationality
I refer to theorem 12.

The second assumption on the way scientists choose says that they prefer
to get more information rather than less from a connection.

Assumption 4 (Never Consider Subsets). A scientist will not connect to a
second scientist i whenever a third scientist i′ is available to connect to and
Ai ⊂ Ai′.10

From a bounded rationality perspective, this assumption is plausible if
each random variable in an information set provides independently valuable
information. Theorem 11 defends this assumption from the perspective of
Bayesian rationality.

As indicated in section 2, the in-degree of a node (i.e., a scientist) is a
measure of the prominence of that node in the network. The in-degree d(i)
of a scientist i is defined by

d(i) = |{i′ ∈ I | i′ connects to i}| .

Whether i′ connects to i depends on δCi′ . Since δCi′ is random, d(i) is random.
Its expected value is

E [d(i)] =
∑
i′∈I

Pr
(
i′ connects to i | δCi′

)
.

10Ai ⊂ Ai′ means that n(i, j) ≤ n(i′, j) for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and n(i, j) < n(i′, j) for
at least one j. A technical remark analogous to footnote 8 applies here.
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The only feature that distinguishes among individual scientists is their infor-
mation set. Scientists with the same information set are, at least as far as the
model is concerned, indistinguishable in the eyes of the other scientists. Thus
it makes sense to group them together, and consider their average in-degree.

Definition 5 (average in-degree and expected average in-degree). Let C be
a scientific community and let q describe the relative frequency of infor-
mation in C. The average in-degree of scientists with information set A,
denoted d(A), is

d(A) = 1
q(A) |I|

∑
i∈I:Ai=A

d(i).

The expected average in-degree of scientists with information set A, denoted
E [d(A)], is

E [d(A)] = 1
q(A) |I|

∑
i∈I:Ai=A

E [d(i)] .

With this definition in hand the main result can be stated. It states that
if the set of scientists is sufficiently large, the expected prominence of a given
scientist increases rapidly (faster than linearly) in the size of her information
set.

Theorem 6 (Supermodularity of the expected average in-degree). For any
relative frequency q there exists a number N such that for all communities C
satisfying q and assumptions 3 and 4, if |I| > N then for all information
sets A and B with q(A ∪B) > 0

E [d(A ∪B)] + E [d(A ∩B)] ≥ E [d(A)] + E [d(B)] .

The theorem is important because it shows that the patterns of infor-
mation exchange in my model reflect the patterns that can be seen in real
citation networks (compare this to claim 1). That is, most papers have few
citations, while a rare few have a great number of citations (Price 1965, Cole
1970, Redner 1998).
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The theorem is proved in Heesen (2014). The idea behind the proof
is as follows. Let A and B be information sets with q(A ∪ B) > 0. By
assumption 4, no scientist will connect to a scientist with information set A
or B unless she has already connected to all scientists with information set
A ∪B in the community.11

If there were infinitely many scientists with information set A ∪ B, then
she would never run out of such scientists. Thus, she would never connect
to a scientist with information set A or B, and so E[d(A)] = E[d(B)] = 0,
which makes the result of the theorem trivially true.

It follows that if there are only finitely many scientists with information
set A∪B, E[d(A)]+E[d(B)] will be small as long as it is unlikely that anyone
connects to all of them. Assumption 3 guarantees that this is the case for a
sufficiently large community of scientists.

4 Bayesian Scientists
In the previous section I stated an important result (theorem 6), which gives
sufficient conditions for the presence of superstars in my model. However, the
conditions involved two important assumptions on the way scientists choose
whom to connect to.

This section sets up the situation faced by scientists in my model as a
Bayesian decision problem. It sheds further light on assumptions 3 and 4 by
stating, for each assumption, a set of conditions sufficient to guarantee that
the optimal Bayesian sequential decision procedure satisfies it (see DeGroot
2004, chapter 12, for a more comprehensive treatment of Bayesian sequential
decision problems and further references).

Recall that Ω is the set of possible worlds considered by the scientists.
Let P = (Ω,W , ξ) be a probability space, i.e., W is a σ-field of subsets of Ω
and ξ : W → [0, 1] is a probability measure (think of ξ as the scientist’s

11Assuming A ⊂ A ∪ B and B ⊂ A ∪ B. If this does not hold then either A or B is
equal to A ∪B. In that case the inequality of the theorem holds trivially.
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prior). Let ξ(A1, . . . , An) denote the probability measure obtained by Bayes
conditioning ξ with respect to the random variables in the information sets
A1, . . . , An.

Recall the definition of information set:

Ai = {Xj,i,k | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n(i, j)}.

So far the only assumption on the random variables has been that Xj,i,k

follows some common distribution Fj for all i and k. An important special
case is the one where the random variables also satisfy an independence
condition.

Definition 7 (simple scientific community). Call the scientific community
C = (I, {Ai | i ∈ I}) simple relative to a probability space P = (Ω,W , ξ) if
for all W ∈ W Xj,i,k is independent of Xj′,i′,k′ given W unless i = i′, j = j′,
and k = k′ (conditional independence) and Xj,i,k|W ∼ Fj|W (conditional
identical distributions).

In order to turn the question whom a Bayesian scientist would connect to
into a Bayesian decision problem something is needed to evaluate the state
the scientist is in after she finishes connecting. For this purpose, I introduce
a terminal decision.

Definition 8 (decision problems and procedures). A decision problem D =
(C, D) is an ordered pair consisting of a scientific community C and a set D
of terminal decisions. A (sequential) decision procedure δ for D is a function
that outputs a sequence i1, i2, . . . , iδ of members of I (where, as before, δ is
used to denote the length of the sequence, i.e., the number of connections) and
a terminal decision dδ ∈ D. For any n, in+1 may depend on the information
sets Ai1 , . . . , Ain . dδ may depend on Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , Aiδ . Let ∆D denote the set
of all decision procedures for D.

It remains to define a way of evaluating decision procedures. This evalu-
ation depends on three things: the loss function (which gives the disutility of
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a terminal decision in a possible world), the cost of connecting (a disutility
associated with each connection)12 , and the subjective probability of being
in a given possible world.

Definition 9 (sequential risk function). Let P be a probability space and D
a decision problem. Let `(w, d) be the loss associated with terminal decision
d ∈ D in world w ∈ Ω. The risk of an immediate decision is defined (relative
to P) as

ρ0(ξ, d) =
∫

Ω
`(w, d) dξ(w)

for all d ∈ D.
Let c > 0. Then the risk under loss ` and cost of connecting c is defined

(relative to P) as

ρ(ξ, δ) = E [ρ0(ξ(Ai1 , Ai2 , . . .), dδ) + cδ]

for all δ ∈ ∆D.

Chow and Robbins (1963, theorem 1) prove that for any decision prob-
lem there is a decision procedure that minimizes the risk. This justifies the
following definition.

Definition 10 (optimal procedure). Let P = (Ω,W , ξ) be a probability
space and D = (C, D) a decision problem. Let ρ be a risk function (for some
loss ` and cost of connecting c). For any information set A, define δDA to be
an optimal decision procedure after conditioning on A, i.e., a procedure (pick
an arbitrary one if there are multiple) that satisfies

12This aspect of the model may reflect such real world costs as the opportunity cost of
the time spent reading the paper. Alternatively, it may be viewed as a technical device
preventing scientists from connecting to every scientist: it is a theorem that Bayesian
scientists always prefer more information over less if the information is free (Good 1967).
Ruling this out allows me to study whose information the scientists consider to be more
valuable.
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ρ
(
ξ(A), δDA

)
= inf

δ∈∆D
ρ(ξ(A), δ).

This notation allows me to compare the optimal procedures after a con-
nection has been made. I can now state a theorem to the effect that a close
analogy of assumption 4 holds in this Bayesian framework.

Theorem 11. Let P = (Ω,W , ξ) be a probability space and D = (C, D)
a decision problem, with C simple relative to P. Let ρ be a risk function
(specified relative to P for a given loss function ` and cost of connecting c >
0). Suppose that i’s information set contains at least as much information
as i′’s: Ai ⊆ Ai′. Then

E
[
ρ
(
ξ(Ai), δDAi

)]
+ c ≥ E

[
ρ
(
ξ(Ai′), δDAi′

)]
+ c.

The inequality is strict if and only if there is a set of possible outcomes of Ai′
with positive probability such that if Xj,i,k = Xj,i′,k for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ n(i, j), δDAi is not optimal when conditioning on Ai′:

ρ
(
ξ(Ai′), δDAi

)
> ρ

(
ξ(Ai′), δDAi′

)
.

This result says that there always exists an optimal decision procedure
that satisfies assumption 4. If all information is relevant (in the sense speci-
fied in the theorem) then every optimal decision procedure satisfies assump-
tion 4. A proof of the theorem is in Heesen (2014).

Let δDAi(A) denote the number of scientists with information set A that
procedure δDAi connects to. This notation is needed to state the final theorem.

Theorem 12. Let P = (Ω,W , ξ) be a probability space, D a set, and ρ a
risk function (specified relative to P for a given loss function ` and cost of
connecting c > 0). For any relative frequency q, ε > 0, and information
set A, there exists Nε(A) such that for all n > Nε(A), if C = (I, {Ai | i ∈ I})
is a scientific community satisfying q with C simple relative to P, D = (C, D)
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the associated decision problem, i ∈ I a scientist, and Pr
(
δDAi(A) ≥ 1

)
> 0,

then

nPr
(
δDAi(A) ≥ n | δDAi(A) ≥ 1

)
≤ ε.

This shows that a scientific community in which each scientist has the
same prior ξ and the same risk function ρ satisfies assumption 3. Note
that scientist i gets the information in information set Ai from her own
experiments, and updates on that. This is why δDAi is the correct optimal
procedure for her.13 For a proof of the theorem I refer once again to Heesen
(2014).

Theorems 11 and 12 can be read in three ways. The first reading is norma-
tive: if the standards of Bayesian rationality apply to scientists in my model,
then it follows that they should satisfy the two assumptions of theorem 6.
The second reading is descriptive: if actual scientists behave approximately
like fully Bayesian agents, then they will (approximately) satisfy the two
assumptions. The third reading justifies my earlier claim that the two as-
sumptions represent a form of bounded rationality: the theorems show that
the assumptions are necessary requirements of rationality (and it is easy to
show that they are not sufficient).

It follows from theorems 11 and 12 that a large enough group of Bayesian
scientists with identical priors and risk functions will satisfy the requirements
of theorem 6. That is, the expected average in-degrees of these scientists are
a supermodular function of their information sets.

Corollary 13. Let P = (Ω,W , ξ) be a probability space, D a set, and ρ a
risk function (specified relative to P for a given loss function ` and cost of
connecting c > 0). For any relative frequency q there exists a number N

13This is important here, because all scientists are assumed to have the same prior
before seeing their own information set. In the setting of theorem 11 only one scientist
is considered at a time, so there is no need to do the same thing there: one may assume
that her prior incorporates the information from her own information set and any previous
connections.
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such that for all communities C = (I, {Ai | i ∈ I) satisfying q with C simple
relative to P the following holds. For any i ∈ I there exists a procedure δDAi
that is optimal for scientist i facing decision problem D = (C, D) and such
that if every scientist i follows procedure δDAi and if |I| > N then for all
information sets A and B with q(A ∪B) > 0

E [d(A ∪B)] + E [d(A ∩B)] ≥ E [d(A)] + E [d(B)] .

This concludes my discussion of the mathematical results of my model.
Recall that the main goal of this paper is to investigate potential explana-
tions for differences in prominence among scientists. The key mathematical
contributions to this question are theorem 6 and its Bayesian analogue corol-
lary 13.

The former result says that, subject to some assumptions, small differ-
ences in the initial information possessed by scientists lead to large differences
in the number of connections to those scientists. The latter result shows that
a community of Bayesian scientists may satisfy these assumptions. The two
results together show that in a wide range of circumstances, academic super-
stars arise even if scientists are only motivated by their desire for information.

In the next three sections, I discuss in more detail three potential expla-
nations of how an individual scientist might become a superstar. In each
case I will say something about how the mathematical results obtained here
relate to this explanation.

5 The Scientific Competence Explanation
The first explanation claims that differences in the number of times scientists’
papers get read are the result of differences in the quality of their work. The
thought is simple: better scientists obtain more information relevant to a
given problem in less time, and having more information leads to more people
wanting to read their papers.
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The idea that high quality papers get cited more is fairly common in
the literature. In fact Cole and Cole (1967, 1968) simply identify the two,
using citations as a measure of quality in pursuing the question whether
quality of publications is important in getting recognition for one’s research.
Cole and Cole (1971) and Clark (1957, chapter 3) give some support for this
identification, while Lindsey (1989) criticizes it. Assuming that reading and
citing a paper are highly correlated, it follows immediately that high quality
papers get read more. If competent scientists tend to produce high quality
papers, then competent scientists can expect their papers to be read more.
Rosen (1981) shows that this is true in an economic model where scientists
put value on reading papers by scientists with high talent.

One scientist could be more competent than another for any number of
reasons, ranging from a higher general intelligence to better training to some-
thing as seemingly trivial as having a better eye for accurate measurement
readings. Any of these reasons could be sufficient for one scientist ending up
with better data than the other.

It is then easy to see how the model considered in this paper fleshes out
the details of the explanation. Consider the following toy model. Suppose
there is a set P of propositions that scientists want to learn the truth-value
of. Assume that a scientist can be either competent or incompetent. Each
incompetent scientist learns the truth-value of m propositions in P , while
each competent scientist learns the truth-value of n propositions in P , with
m < n. This is an instance of the model described in section 2.

Since the competent scientists obtain strictly more information than the
incompetent ones, it follows from theorem 6 that competent scientists can
expect their information to be in higher demand than incompetent scientists.
While this is just a toy model, it is easy to see how the model in this paper
can also capture situations where the relation between the competence of
a scientist and the information she learns is more complicated. Theorem 6
guarantees that more competent scientists can expect their papers to be read
more often than less competent scientists in each of these situations, as long
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as competence is somehow correlated with information.
If the scientific competence explanation is broadly correct, it yields an

easy way of figuring out which scientists are competent and which ones are
not: the competent ones are the ones that get cited the most (assuming that
being read and being cited are correlated). So under this explanation one
can infer in both directions: from competence to many citations and from
many citations to competence.

What policy recommendations result from this explanation? If the reason
scientists read some scientists more than others is because these scientists are
better scientists and thus have more valuable information, it would seem to be
best for everyone if this situation was maintained. Individual scientists gain
the most by reading those scientists who have the most relevant information,
and it also seems to be in the interest of science as a whole that its best
work gets the most attention. Policy makers trying to promote the epistemic
output of science would do well to stay away from policies that would hinder
this process.

All seems well so far (from the perspective of science as a whole). But
of course the fact that the scientific competence explanation in combination
with theorem 6 makes a coherent story does not prove that story to be the
correct one. In the next two sections I discuss two alternatives.

6 The Sociological Explanation
The second explanation I will consider is what I call the “sociological expla-
nation”. This explanation claims that certain epistemically irrelevant factors
cause some scientists’ work to garner more attention than others’. The lit-
erature identifies many factors that influence a scientist’s prominence (mea-
sured in terms of being able to get work published, getting citations, receiv-
ing awards, their work being viewed as “credible”, etc.). Some such factors
include the scientist’s (or her institution’s) reputation (Merton 1968), the
reviewers that get assigned to her work (Cole et al. 1981), age (Kuhn 1962,
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Zuckerman and Merton 1973), whether the work is available through open
access (Greyson et al. 2009), being associated with prestigious scientists (La-
tour and Woolgar 1986), and prejudice based on gender, race, or academic
affiliation (Fricker 2007).

What these factors have in common is that they are presumably epis-
temically irrelevant: white male scientists at prestigious institutions may get
read more, but this is no indication that their work is of higher quality than
that of their peers. If these factors are indeed causing some scientists’ work
to get more attention than others’, it would appear that the work of some
scientists is getting overvalued (and that of others undervalued) relative to
their epistemic merit. For example, Hutchison makes this point about the
role of gender in the field of philosophy: “[W]omen in philosophy are partic-
ularly susceptible to having their credibility underestimated, and thus being
denied authority for the wrong reasons” (Hutchison 2013, p. 111).14

From the perspective of, say, funding agencies, this is a serious prob-
lem. They try to give grants based on merit, i.e., based on who is likely to
make good contributions to science in the future. But if merit is (partially)
measured by prominence (e.g., via citation metrics), the agencies will find
themselves exacerbating existing biases, rather than rewarding excellence.
Because of this and other reasons, if the sociological explanation is true, one
should want to reduce or eliminate its effects (and expect overall scientific
output to be improved by doing so).

Epistemically irrelevant factors like the ones I just discussed are com-
pletely absent in the model of section 2. How attractive a given scientist’s
work is depends only on the information they have concerning the epistemic
problem(s) scientists are facing. I have shown that in this model some scien-
tists get read much more than others. What exactly does this show regarding
the sociological explanation?

14Healy (see footnote 1) seems to endorse this hypothesis as a way of explaining
why women are underrepresented in his dataset (see http://kieranhealy.org/blog/
archives/2013/06/24/citation-networks-in-philosophy-some-followup/).
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It is important to emphasize that my model does not show the sociological
explanation to be wrong. Epistemically irrelevant factors certainly exist in
real life, and it is entirely possible that they contribute to the phenomenon
that some scientists get read more than others.

What the model does show is that the presence of epistemically irrelevant
factors is not necessary for the phenomenon of interest to arise. I have shown
that even if scientists were (counterfactually) completely blind to epistemi-
cally irrelevant factors, some scientists would still get read more than others.
Moreover, the degree to which they are read more might seem dispropor-
tionate to the difference in quality between them and the scientists whose
work gets read less. Thus, I have disproven claims like the following: “The
fact that some scientists’ work gets read much more than other scientists’
work shows (by itself!) that scientists’ decisions whom to read are biased by
epistemically irrelevant factors”.

The above claim would be true if the sociological explanation was the only
possible explanation, but I have shown that it is not: it is (mathematically)
possible for the phenomenon of interest to arise in the absence of epistemically
irrelevant factors, due to scientists having different information.

To summarize: under the sociological explanation, epistemically irrele-
vant factors cause different scientists’ work to get different levels of atten-
tion. If this is right, it suggests first that one cannot infer from the number of
citations of a paper anything about its (epistemic) quality, and second that
policy that encourages scientists to pay (more) equal attention to different
scientists’ work is a good idea. The model in this paper ignores epistemically
irrelevant factors, thereby showing that alternatives to this story exist, but
the model certainly does not prove the sociological explanation to be false.

The policy recommendations resulting from the sociological explanation
are completely opposite to those resulting from the scientific competence
explanation. If epistemically irrelevant factors are driving who gets read,
it appears to be a good idea to try to remove those factors or counterbal-
ance their effects. If scientific competence (an epistemically relevant factor)
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drives who gets read, it would be wholly counterproductive to implement
such policies.

It is quite plausible that in reality both epistemically relevant and epis-
temically irrelevant factors contribute to the differences in prominence among
scientists. This complicates the issue even further: all things considered,
should policy makers be trying to level out these differences or not? Such
attempts could help or harm science, and it is difficult to figure out which.

One thing can be said with relative confidence: policies that remove epis-
temically irrelevant factors or make scientists less sensitive to them, without
directly influencing scientists’ decisions (say, about whom to read), should
only have positive effects. Such policies should make it more likely that if
there are differences among scientists in terms of the amount of attention
their work gets, these differences exist for the right reason, i.e., an epistemi-
cally relevant one.

However, this conclusion assumes that factors that influence who gets
read can be neatly separated into epistemically relevant and epistemically
irrelevant ones. The third and final explanation I consider challenges the
neatness of this distinction.

7 The Epistemic Luck Explanation
Some scholars have identified dealing with anomalies or unexpected results
as a central feature of scientific research (Kuhn 1962, Dunbar and Fugel-
sang 2005). The third explanation proceeds from the assumption that some
amount of luck is involved in getting the kind of unexpected result that leads
to an important paper. Under this explanation, it is the lucky rather than
the competent scientists who end up with the largest information set and
thus get read the most.

Stories involving epistemic luck (or serendipity) are very common in the
history of science (Roberts 1989, van Andel 1994). Penicillin’s ability to
kill bacteria, for example, was discovered when a Petri dish was accidentally
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left open overnight. Such lucky accidents plausibly have nothing to do with
the scientist’s competence, or even any specific sociological factor (but see
McKinnon 2014 and Merton and Barber 2004, chapter 9, for some discussion
of the relation between luck and merit).

A variation on the toy model I considered above shows how this could
function as an explanation for the phenomenon of interest. Suppose there is
a set P containing n propositions that scientists want to learn the truth-value
of. In this simple model, each scientist has a chance α of learning the truth-
value of any given proposition, independent of all other propositions and
scientists. The lucky scientists who learn the truth-value of all n propositions
(which happens with probability αn) have the highest expected in-degree in
this model (this follows from theorem 6; see also Anderson 2011, section 3,
for a detailed discussion of this particular model).

This toy model shows that even in the absence of either sociological factors
or differences in competence one might get different information sets, which
lead to some scientists being read much more often than others. As far as
I am aware, the idea that some scientists could be more prominent than
others without sociological factors or differences in competence causing this
phenomenon has never before been explicitly suggested in the literature. Yet
the above shows how this may happen in a mathematically precise sense.

It is interesting to note that if the scientific competence and the epistemic
luck factor are brought into play at the same time, the luck factor can easily
drown out the competence factor.

To see this, consider again the toy model where there are n propositions
the scientists want to learn about, and there is a fixed probability of learn-
ing any given proposition, independent of the other ones. To reflect the
competence factor, assume that there are two types of scientists: average
ones, whose probability of learning a proposition is α, and good ones, whose
probability of learning a proposition is β (0 < α < β < 1).

Let p denote the proportion of good scientists (so 1− p is the proportion
of average ones). It seems plausible that good scientists are relatively rare:
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most scientists are of average quality. Now it turns out that if good scientists
are sufficiently rare, the chance that a scientist with high in-degree is a good
scientist may be arbitrarily small.

To make this more precise, suppose one draws a scientist at random from
the population. Let g denote the proposition that the scientist drawn is a
good scientist (so ¬g means drawing an average scientist) and let h denote
the proposition that the scientist drawn has a high in-degree.

Proposition 14. Assume that average scientists learn with probability α and
good scientists learn with probability β (where 0 < α < β < 1 and the prob-
ability of learning any given proposition is independent of the probability of
learning any other proposition). Then for all ε > 0 there exists a proportion
of good scientists p ∈ (0, 1) such that Pr(g | h) ≤ ε.

Proof. Let ε > 0. If ε ≥ 1 then Pr(g | h) ≤ ε is true for any p. Otherwise
choose

p = αnε

βn(1− ε) + αnε
.

It follows from theorem 6 that those scientists who learn all n propositions will
have the highest in-degree (see also Anderson 2011, theorem 5). Therefore

Pr(h | g) = βn,

Pr(h | ¬g) = αn,

Pr(g) = p = αnε

βn(1− ε) + αnε
,

Pr(¬g) = 1− p = βn(1− ε)
βn(1− ε) + αnε

,

Pr(g | h) = Pr(h | g) Pr(g)
Pr(h | g) Pr(g) + Pr(h | ¬g) Pr(¬g)

=
βnαnε

βn(1−ε)+αnε
βnαnε+αnβn(1−ε)
βn(1−ε)+αnε

= αnβnε

αnβn
= ε.
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So I can make the proportion of high in-degree scientists who are good
scientists arbitrarily small by making the overall proportion of good scientists
very small. If one thinks that both scientific competence and epistemic luck
have a role to play in determining how much valuable data a scientist obtains
from her experiments, and if one also thinks that good scientists are quite
rare, then if a scientist gets read a lot (and gets cited a lot, if getting cited
and getting read are correlated) it is not good evidence that she is a good
scientist. Thus the inference from many citations to competence that is valid
when the scientific competence explanation is the only correct one is invalid
if epistemic luck is a factor.

If the epistemic luck explanation is the correct explanation of the phe-
nomenon that some scientists get read much more than most, what does
this mean for policy makers? If the sociological explanation is correct, policy
makers should do something, while if the scientific competence explanation is
correct, they should do nothing. If the epistemic luck explanation is correct,
things are not so clear.

On the one hand, scientists are reading scientists with the most useful
information. This seems like a good practice that one might not want to
disrupt. On the other hand, the scientists that are being read have the
most useful information because they got lucky, not because they are better
scientists. The prominence of these scientists says little if anything about
the quality of their work. So future work from those scientists is not more
likely to be interesting than that of a less prominent scientist.

This suggests a separation between two questions that might otherwise
have been easy to conflate. If one is interested in awarding credit (say, a Noble
prize) for past contributions to science, it seems reasonable to look primarily
at the informational value of the contributions, and not worry about whether
this value was primarily the result of exceptional competence or exceptional
luck. But if one is interested in who is most likely to make important future
contributions (say, when awarding research grants), it would be important
to recognize whether past success was due to competence or luck, as presum-
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ably competent scientists are more likely than average scientists to produce
valuable work in the future, while lucky scientists are not.

If the epistemic luck explanation is largely correct, it makes citation
counts specifically and prominence more generally much less useful as a way
of separating the wheat from the chaff when decisions concerning future
projects need to be made. This would be important to know not just for sci-
entists considering whom to read, collaborate with or hire for new projects,
but also for policy makers, funding agencies, future graduate students, and
the general public.

The epistemic luck explanation differs from the scientific competence ex-
planation in that it does not support the idea that having a high number of
citations can act as a signal indicating the merit of a particular scientist. In
this sense the epistemic luck explanation blurs the line between epistemically
relevant factors like scientific competence and epistemically irrelevant factors
like a scientist’s charisma, sex, or race.

As I alluded to in the previous section, it is entirely possible that more
than one of the explanations I have discussed is true. Perhaps both scien-
tific competence and epistemic luck contribute to differences in information
among scientists, which leads to some scientists’ work getting more attention
than others’, while epistemically irrelevant factors cause biases in scientists’
choices of whom to read that either exacerbate or weaken the effects of the
differences in information.

If this is correct, it is unclear whether policy addressing this phenomenon
will have a positive or negative overall effect (although policy aimed specif-
ically at reducing biases due to epistemically irrelevant factors may still be
defensible). One of the lessons from this paper should then be not to jump
to the conclusion that just because some scientists are more prominent than
others some particular factor must be causing it: there are many factors that
could cause this, and policy that would be a good idea if some particular
factor is the cause may be counterproductive if another factor is the cause,
or if multiple factors are at work.
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8 Conclusion
In this conclusion I emphasize two key take-aways from the paper. First,
theorem 6 shows that in my model, small differences in the information sci-
entists gain from experiments can lead to large differences in prominence,
such that a small group of scientists (the superstars) are widely read, while
the vast majority is more or less ignored. This shows that scientists’ desire
for information can, on its own, produce differences in prominence equal to
those observed in actual science. Thus, even when the differences in promi-
nence among scientists may appear to the naked eye to be too large to be due
to differences in quality, one should be careful not to conclude too quickly
that outside forces or biases have interfered with the scientific process.

Second, in thinking about what might cause the differences in information
that give rise to academic superstars, I have considered the novel proposal
that there might be an important role for luck or randomness. A lucky sci-
entist, in the sense of this paper, is one who obtained important scientifically
relevant information through luck. This suggests a distinction, relevant to
policy makers, that has not previously been emphasized. The distinction is
between funding that explicitly rewards past achievement (which a lucky sci-
entist would deserve) and funding that is based on the expectation of future
achievement. Since the lucky scientist is not more likely than an average
scientist to be successful in the future, it would be wrong to view her past
succes as a reason to award her funding of the latter kind. This shows that
one should be careful in using measures of past success (like citation metrics)
to decide who is likely to do well in the future.
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